Conductive and Inductive Coupling between Faulted Power Lines and Buried Pipeline by Considering the Effect of Soil Structure
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Abstract

The AC total interference of faulted power lines to gas pipelines sharing the same right of way, which may pose a threat to operating personnel and equipment, was studied. The main advantage of this work is to determine the effects of different soil structures on the induced voltage for various soil resistivities. Two main approaches were used to compute the induced voltages, namely the method of moment (MOM), which is based on electromagnetic field theory, and the circuit based method, which uses the circuit grounding analysis to compute the conductive interference and the circuit based models to compute the inductive interference. A 10-km-long parallel pipeline-transmission line model was developed. The soil resistivity was varied, and the induced voltages obtained from both approaches were compared. Soil resistivity and soil structure are important parameters that affect the AC interference level. The results of the study show that the earth potentials and the metal GPRS are independent. Higher soil resistivity causes the tower ground resistance to increase, thus making the shield wire’s attractiveness as a fault current return path to increase, which in turn forces the induced net EMF and the cumulative GPR in the pipeline to reduce.
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1. Introduction

Damage of high voltage equipment and electrical shocks to personnel due to lightning and fault currents are still a major concern. The protection of high voltage equipment from lightning related damages had been extensively studied. Many studies on lightning related topics such as lightning characteristics [1-10] show the importance of providing sufficient protection from the damages it can potentially cause. Many work had also been published to improve lightning surge protection [11, 12] and monitoring of lightning protection devices using various techniques [8], [13-18]. Suitable earthing designs are also vital to ensure safe level of potential rise in the event of lightning strikes on various systems such as transmission lines [19-21]. Phase to ground fault current is dispersed into the earth through the tower and soil structure. This current may induce voltages in a metallic structure, such as a pipeline, located nearby the faulted transmission line (TL).

The magnitude of induced voltage is dependent on many factors such as soil structure, soil resistivity, distance between the TL and the metallic structure, current, and earth electrode dimensions. The soil structure effect itself is influenced by several parameters, namely, soil resistivity, number of horizontal layers, number of vertical layers, and thickness of each soil layer [20]. The pipeline or any metallic structure near a faulted TL absorbs part of the energy due to the AC total interference which consists of conductive and inductive couplings. The capacitive coupling maybe neglected for buried pipelines.

The AC total interference may result in electrical hazard for people touching or standing near the exposed lines and any connected metallic structure. Furthermore, extreme stress voltages across the pipeline coating can result in the infraction of pipeline coating, leading to the pipeline corrosion as well as degradation of the insulating edge and the pipeline cathodic...
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2. Research Method

A specific configuration illustrated in Figure 1 considers the complete electromagnetic interference network. The model consists of 115 kV three phase overhead transmission line (OHTL) with single shield wire. Two substations at the end terminals feed the OHTL with 830 A current under normal operation. The power line total length is 30 km and it shares a common 10-km corridor with a 24” gas pipeline. The pipeline is located at the center of the right-of-way and is 50 m away from the center of the power line. The pipeline changes its direction perpendicularly at each end and continues for 1000 m before being terminated. The outer pipe diameter and wall thickness are 0.610 m and 0.9527 cm, respectively. The pipe is buried at a depth of 1 m. The pipe type is 24” STD and is made of steel. It has a resistivity of 10 p.u. (with respect to anneal copper) and permeability of 300 p.u. (with respect to free space). The pipeline coating resistivity and thickness are 40,898,000 ohm-m and 1 mm, respectively when new (no defective in coating).

![Figure 1. Top view of the modeled transmission line and pipeline system showing the relevant cross section of the common corridor](image1.png)

![Figure 2. Cross-section of 115 kV OHTL tower](image2.png)
The average span length of the OHTL is 200 m. The 477 ACSS type conductors with a radius of 1.074 cm were used. The permeability and resistivity of the conductor were set at 1 p.u and 1.6 p.u, respectively. The location of the phase conductors are 24 m, 22.5 m and 21 m above the ground as shown in Figure 2. The shield wire has inner and outer radii of 0.255 cm and 0.771 cm, respectively. It was located at 27 m above the ground. The OHTL tower grounding is accomplished using a 6.1 m single grounding rod. The tower footing grounding resistance was calculated based on corresponding soil resistivity value. For the default soil resistivity of 100 ohm-m, the tower grounding resistance is 10.7 ohm.

To demonstrate the multilayer soil effects of total AC interference under local fault conditions (midway of the corridor), various computer simulations were made; corresponding to two soil layer structure. The effects of conductive and inductive interference were taken into consideration, since the fault occurred inside the parallel exposure. The transmission-line system of Figure 1 and 2 has been investigated for several different soil structures.

3. Results and Analysis

Initially, the case of two horizontal layers was examined. The first layer had a resistivity ranging from 100 to 1000 Ω-m, while its thickness t₁ varied from 10 to 1000 m. The second layer's thickness t₂ was infinite in depth. Figure 3 and 4 illustrate the induced voltage in the middle of the pipeline versus the thickness of the first layer. As shown in the first graph, the resistivity of the first layer had a constant value of ρ₁=100 Ω-m, with the resistivity of the second layer having values of ρ₂=200, 500, and 1000 Ω-m. The opposite condition is shown in the second graph, so, the second layer was kept constant at value of ρ₂=100 Ω-m and the resistivity of the first layer varied. In both graphs, the straight horizontal lines represent the cases of uniform earth having resistivity of 100, 300, 500, and 1000 Ω-m, respectively.

![Figure 3. Induced voltage at the middle of pipeline, in case of first layer is constant, versus thickness of the first earth layer, as a function of the soil resistivity of the second earth layer.](image)

A single phase to ground fault was assumed in the nearby power line.

It is clearly shown in Figure 3, when the thickness of first layer reached 600 m and above, the AC total interference level could be determined, with insignificant error, without taking into account the presence of the second layer. On the other hand, when the thickness of the first layer was small and the difference between the resistivity of the two layers was large, a significant error could be obtained, as expected. For instance, when the soil resistivity of two layers were ρ₁=100 Ω-m and ρ₂=1000 Ω-m, respectively, the thickness of the first layer was only 10 m, and there was an error of around 22% from the value calculated, by having a uniform soil resistivity of 100 Ω-m. Therefore, resistivity measurements should be made at adequate depths, in order to calculate the AC total interference with minimum error.
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The difference between results in Figure 3 and 4 is that, in Figure 4, the effect of the existence of the second layer continued until the first layer thickness reached 1500 m. From Figure 4, it could be generalized that, if the first layer exceeded an approximately 1500-m thickness, the total interference could be determined with insignificant error, without taking into account the presence of the second layer. The error reached the maximum of 25%, when the thickness of first layer was small (10 m), and the difference between the resistivity of the two layers was large.

4. Conclusion

Based on the MOM and the circuit based methods used for the determination of the inductive and conductive interference between a power line and a neighboring pipeline, the influence of the soil structure on conductive and inductive interference levels has been demonstrated. Cases of two horizontal soil layers are investigated in the paper. Resistivity measurements at adequate depths should be made if an accurate calculation of the induced parameters on the pipeline is needed. Moreover, the importance of measuring the soil resistivity at locations up to several hundred meters away from the rights-of-way has been illustrated. Situations when a multilayer soil may be replaced with an equivalent homogeneous earth soil have also been discussed concerning inductive interference predictions. These approximations may be useful for the design of effective mitigation systems, with minimum computational effort and less soil resistivity measurements.
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